YOU’VE GOT FOETUS ON YOUR BREATH ‘Wash It All Off’ (Some Bizarre)
NURSE WITH WOUND ‘Brained By Falling masonry’ (Laylah)
BALLAM AND THE ANGEL ‘World Of Light’ (Chapter 22) MILTON ‘Love is Like A Violence’ (Embryo)

Jim Foetus is of course a rabid centaur. This sounds like his greatest hits on 45 and is one of the most thunderously enjoyable singles of the last three months. ‘Brained By Falling Masonry’, which also features Mr Thirwell, missed me by a mile (over my head), although its very determination (religioso?) makes me think ‘statement, possibly definitive’, as surely as the back cover photo makes me think ‘I’m sure I’ve seen him somewhere before’. B&TA are Killing Joke without the punchline. ‘Love Is Like A Violence’ is splendidly, distinctively, foreign and easily the only beat generation record of the week. Crazy! Milton, however, was a trundling turtle of a poet.